Student Life Committee Meeting
Tuesday, October 9th
7:00 P.M.

Attended:
Brandon Tracey
Julia Smith
Demi Pizano
Megan Sanker
Johnny Demshki
Vaughn Ryan

Last Week:

- We now have a full senate!

This Week:
Julia – Continuing to work on the poster project in the union.

Demi – Finished contacting all building about first aid kits. Now following up about the contacts being willing to have a kit in each building. Potentially looking into SGA funding for the purchasing of the kits.

Vaughn – Attended the Sodexo Student Board of Directors meeting. Some of the issues we were considering addressing have already been solved. Primary focus still resides on cafeteria hours.

Johnny – Working on spreading “What’s the Issue?” within Pralle while working with Ryan Wilson. Considering the motorcycle parking project as well.

Megan – Working on having Mass on Sundays. Also, she is talking to Britney Ratcliffe regarding Skit Night for all students.

Brandon – Working on increasing campus Wi-Fi security. Also, talking with Dani Smith and C.A.R.E.S. about increasing sexual harassment programming on campus.

For next week:

- Continue to work on projects
- Utilize the “What’s the Issue?” page for project ideas and progress from other senators

Adjourned at 7:30 P.M.